Sacred Ground Collective

Our Mission Statement
We are a collaborative community of awake, aware women acting from our personal spiritual empowerment to create cultures that benefit all life.

Our Community Profile
Women who are looking for:
- affirmation from other women with similar experiences
- an intelligent, heartfelt, and enduring growth community of women
- caring, respect, and to be heard
- effective tools and information to understand themselves and their relationship with Spirit more deeply;
- guidance without rule-based direction and a variety of successful models to follow for inspiration
- healthy relationships
- how to deal with money in a healthy way within this current reality/monetary system
- new structures and new possibilities
- other women to share with in a sacred and joyful manner
- to pay it forward in a space open to their unique contribution

Demographics: Ideal and Current
- We welcome all women regardless of age, disabilities, economic status, education, ethnicity, marital status, occupation, political affiliation, religious affiliation.
- At this time, we see more interest from white women over 35, with at least a bachelor’s degree, leaning to liberal politics, and focused on spirituality rather than religion.
- We are a nascent organization and will continue to collect information on our actual students as well as focus outreach efforts to include a broader diversity of women.

SacredGroundCollective.Org
Psychographics: Values and Interests

- awareness of the planet-wide issues
- desires equal rights and opportunities for all in education, economics, creativity
- interest in spiritual and psychological development, sees spirituality, beyond religions, as an important aspect of life
- involved in creating new and better way of life, including a simpler approach to living
- know importance of developing and maintaining relationships
- love and respect for the non-human natural world
- willingness to spend more money to improve lives and communities

Our Advisory Board

- Carol Squire
- Cinda Stevens Lonsway
- Kelli Lair
- Susan Mavity

Administrators

- Sharon Riegie Maynard, founder and co-weaver
- Emma MacKenzie, co-weaver

You can read more about each woman on our website.

Our Collective

- Sacred Ground Academy
- Crystal Broadcasters
- Guardian Circles
- Shiddea Time Travel
- Women’s Grassroots Congress